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Data Dealer
http://www.datadealer.net/

Computer Games —
A systemic medium
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Business Models



Marketing
Milieus and direct marketing

http://www.sinus-institut.de/en/

Etablierten Modern Performer

Konservativ Hedonisten

http://www.sinus-institut.de/en/
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Targeting
Business | Consumer | Lifestyle | Shop

§§ 28, 28a BDSG





Advertisement



Social Advertising

http://internetmedialabs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Forrester-Consumer-Trust-Advertising-Promotion-Types-Mar2013.png
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Google AdWords



Credit Scoring
http://www.cignifi.com/en-us

§ 28b BDSG
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Geoscoring



http://s.wsj.net/public/resources/documents/st_RAPLEAF_20101018.html
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Datalogix

Data from loyalty programs
In order to assess the impact of Facebook advertisements on shopping in the physical world, Datalogix begins by providing Facebook with a (presumably enormous) dataset that 
includes hashed email addresses, hashed phone numbers, and Datalogix ID numbers for everyone they’re tracking. Using the information Facebook already has about its own 
users, Facebook then tests various email addresses and phone numbers against this dataset until it has a long list of the Datalogix ID numbers associated with different Facebook 
users.

Facebook then creates groups of users based on their online activity. For example, all users who saw a particular advertisement might be Group A, and all users who didn’t see that 
ad might be Group B. Then Facebook will give Datalogix a list of the Datalogix ID numbers associated with everyone in Groups A and B and ask Datalogix specific questions – for 
example, how many people in each group bought Ocean Spray cranberry juice? Datalogix then generates a report about how many people in Group A bought cranberry juice and 
how many people in Group B bought cranberry juice. This will provide Facebook with data about how well an ad is performing, but because the results are aggregated by groups, 
Facebook shouldn’t have details on whether a specific user bought a specific product. And Datalogix won’t know anything new about the users other than the fact that Facebook 
was interested in knowing whether they bought cranberry juice.



Technics



Tracking

http://graphicsweb.wsj.com/documents/divSlider/ecosystems100730.html
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http://www.annehelmond.nl/2012/03/12/visualizing-facebooks-alternative-fabric-of-the-web/

Websites using 
Facebook Social Plugins 
and Facebook Connect 
in the top 1000 global 
websites according to 
Alexa, 02/12/2012.

Acquisition
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Data Fusion





Data Mining



Location
Tracking



De-Anonymization
Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human behavior

http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2013/03/06/1218772110
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Facebook Home





Counter Measures



Risks
Loose of control
Individual Risk
Commercial Interests
Profiling and Scoring
Leaking
Data Loss
False / old data
Misuse
Identity Theft

http://datalossdb.org/
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Adblocking



Ghostery



Corporate Social Responsibility

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_social_responsibility
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